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Abstract

An Epistemological Critigue of Action Research

RJ Small

M PhiI rnini-thesis, Department of Didactics, University of the

Western Cape

This mini-thesis examines and critiques episternological justi-

flcations for certain claims of actlon research.

Part One provldes a preliminary characterisation

research by contrasting it with classical research,

being identified as those forms of research modelled

ian-Newtonian concepts of science.

of action

the latter
on Cartes-

Part Two investigates claims of action research authors Grundy,

Carr anrl Kemn1s ln respect of their clalm that actlon research

is a democratic form of research. I state this claim and draw

attention to the primacy, for it, of the idea of "participa-

tion". I then show that for action research participation is

Iinked with views about language and the generation of know-

ledge and investigate these authors' concept of language to the

extent that it relates to a theory of persons. Following l4arx,

I argue that human beings are beings of "praxis", participants

in Lhe construction of a materi-al aS weII as a social world a
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world of institutions, practices, and language. The social

world is what it Is because of people's shared understandlngs

as well as their subjective understandi.ngs of the rules, norms

and conventions surrounding the institutions, practl-ces and

Ianguage they engage in. These understandings are formulated,

communicated and modified in and through language. This illum-

inates social science research as a discipline consisting

importantly of critlcal dlscussion about our shared and subjec-

tive understandings, and I then show that action research

incleed ( 1 ) reJ ects the "obj ective spectator" starnce of the

researcher required by classical research; and (21 recognlses

that human beings are participants in the construction of

knowledge about the social world. Thus action research can

give interpretations significantly different from those of

classical research to explanation (and prediction) r socj.al

theory and truth. However, I then take issue with actlon

research in respect of two of its claims which are closely

connected witl'r lts view of its own "delnocratic" character,

namely: (1) that truth is the outcome of "consensus", and (21

that the researcher ts an "equa1 partlcipant" along wlth all

others concerned. Action research seems to take too lightly

the significance of "traditlons" of learning and enquiry.

In spite of this critique I conclude that the epistemological

grounding of action research as social research is undeniably

sounder than that of classical research.

March 1991
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Abstrak

An Epistemological Critique of Acti.on Research

RJ Small

14 phil mini-tesis, Departement Didaktiek, Uni-versiteit van Wes-

Kaapland

Hierdie rninl-tesIs ondersoek en krltiseer eplsternologlese

regverdigings vir sekere aansprake van aksie-navorsing.

DeeI Een verskaf h voorlopige karakterisering van aksie-navors-

ing deur dit. met klassieke navorsing te kontrasteer, waar

laasgenoemde geidentifiseer word as daardie vorms van navors-

ing waL geskoei is op Cartesiaanse-Newtoniaanse wetenskapsbe-

grippe.

DeeI Twee ondersoek die bewering van aksie-navorsingskrywers

Grundy, Carr en Kemrnis ten opsJ-gte van hul aanspraak dat aksie-

navorsing h demokratiese vorm van navorsing behels. Ek stel

hierdie aanspraak, en vestig die aandag op die belangrikheid

daarvoor van die begrip "deelneming". Ek wys vervolgens dat

vir aksie-navorsing deelnerning gekoppel is aan sienswyses oor

taal en die ontwikkeling van kennisr €r ondersoek hierdie

outeurs se begrip van taal soos dit verband hou met h teorie

van persone. Na aanleiding van l{arx argumenteer ek dat mens-

Iike wesens, I/resens van "praxis" is; deelnemers aan die daars-

tetling van h materieiile sowel as h sosiale w6reld - h
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w6reld van inrigtings, praktyker €r taaI. Die sosiale

wQreld is wat dit, is vanweij mense se gedeelde begrlppe

sowel as hul subjektiewe begrippe van die rei;Is, norme en

konvensies wat die inrigtings, praktyke en taal waarby hulle

betrokke is, omring. Hierdie begrippe word in en deur taal

geformuleer, oorgedra en gewysig. Dit alles \rrerp lig op maat-

skaplike of sosiale navorsing as h dissipline vrat op h belang-

rike \.ryse bestaan uit kritlese dlskussie van gedeelde en

subjektiewe begrippe. Ek wys dan daarop dat aksie-navorsing

lnderdaad (1 ) dle "objektiewe waarnemer" - standpunt oor dle

navorser Soos klassieke navorsing dit sien, verwerpr €D (21

erken dat menslike wesens deelnemers is In die ontwikkellng van

kennis oor die sosiale wQreld. Dus kan aksie-navorsing

vertolkings bied van begrippe soos verklaring (en voorspell-

i.g), maatskaplike teorier €r rdaarheid, wat betekenisvol vers-

kiI van die wat deur klassieke navorsing verskaf word. Dan

neem ek aksie-navorsing egter onder die loep ten opsigte van

twee van sy eise wat nou verband hou met sy beskouing oor sy

eie "dernokratiese" aard, te wete : (1) clat waarheid die resul-

taat ls van "konsensus"; en (21 dat die navorser h "gelyke

deelnemer" is saam met alle ander betrokkenes. Aksie-navorsing

neem die beduidenis van "tradisies" van studie en navorsing te

ligtelik op.

Ten spyte van hierdie kritiek besluit ek egter dat die epistem-

ologiese begronding van aksie-navorsing as sosiale navorsing

ongetwyfeld veel sinvoller is as die van klassieke navorsing.

Maart 1991
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ACTION RESEARCH AND CLASSICAL RESEARCH

The idea of action research encompasses a wide range of

activities and approaches. One way of attempting a char-

acterisation of action research would be to contrast it

with what may be called traditional or classi-cal research,

and by the latter I mean that form of research thaL has

its roots firmly in positivism and which is still the

dominant form of research in the social sciences, and in

education.

1 .1 C].assical Research

CIassicaI research may be characterised amongst other

things by its employment of a rigid research design; by

its judging or measuring the results (of investigation) by

means of instruments which are thought to allow "objective

data treatment" by a researcher who assumes the role of

"objective observerrr comments Werdelin.l

Fundamental differences between action research and clas-

sical research must certainly noL be looked for in speci-

fic research technj-ques, since a whole range of research

projects that would have themselves caIIed "action re-

search projects" may involve the use of a variety of

methods and techniques, some of which resemble, superfi-

ciaIIy at least, the methods and techniques thought to

belong to the domain of classical or traditional research,

1
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insofar as they allow for what may be considered re-

searcher objectivity and data qualt.ificatlon. EIllott,

for example, lists the following as methods that could

possibly be used by the researcher in an action research

project: analytic memos, diaries, documents, photograPhs,

video and tape recordings and transcripEs of these, obser-

vation, the interview, running commentariesr the shadow

study, check Iists, questionnaires, inventories and tri-

angulation.2 Of these, the ones that could most obviously

be thought to belong to the domaln of classlcal research

are perhaps observation, the interview and question-

naires.

The difference between

research then does not

or method; it lies in philosophical orientation.

Two concepts in Werdelin's characterisation (above) of

classical research are crucial to a distinction between

classical research and action research, and these are

first, the adherence to "scientific method" implicit in

that characterisation and secondry (and connected with the

first), the idea of the objective stance of the re-

searcher.

A goal of classical research has been and still is "objec-

tivity". "objectivity" is highly valued there since it

lends credibility to research in the social sciences. The

action research and

reside in the sphere of

classical

technique

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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expectation of scientific credibility is rooted in at

Ieast two thtngs. In the flrst 1:Iace it ls rooted ln the

high status accorded to science and to "scientific method"

and goes back at least as far as Bacon and Descartes who

both searched for methods which would provj.de cerLainty.

While the former turned to empiricism the. Iatter turned to

the certainties of mathematics, but both Iooked for ways

which would provide them wtth, to use the words of John

Hughes, "the foundations of human know1edge."3

The expectation of scientific credibility is rooted in the

second place in a mistaken orr at the very least, d[

inadequate notion of sciencer ds if aII scientific endeav-

our could be explained in Cartesian-Newtonian language.

This holds too at times even for those social theorists

who regard classical research approaches as inadequate for

investigating social phenomena. The emphasis in research,

in our teaching of research methods, in our teaching in

schools and in other educational institutions r otr the

quest for certainty and objectivlty attests to the firm

hold of positivism over the social sciences, and this j-n

turn is grounded in a view of science as essentially

Newtonian science, for Newton's legacy is in essence a

view of the universe as a mechanistic, ordered system

governed by immutable laws, and these laws are laws of

motion. The Newtonian conception of the universe is

essentially that of a rigorously deterministic one where

motion is dependent on cause-effect relationships, and it

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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is thought to be the task

regularities, these laws of

of science to discover these

nature.

Newton cotnbined Descartes's insistence on the rigour of

rnathematics and logic with Bacon's insistence on empiri-

cism and on sense experience, and it is this view of

science and of scientific method upon which positivist

social science models itself.

On this approach to science a crucial distlnction is made

between facts and values and, concomitantly, between

statements and nonsense. On this approach a scientific

statement is a statement about facts - about what is the

case in the world of natural phenomena. The scientific

worth of a statement - its meaningfulness - is dependent

on its verifiability or (in the tradition of Popper) its

falsifiability. Scientific statements are thought to be

objective staternents which, after testi.g, will be found

to be true or faIse. Neither truth nor falsehood are

criteria for meaningfulness; testability is.

On this view value judgements are boLh non-verifiable and

non-faIsifiable. They are thought to be subjective and

have purely emotive meaning. Value judgements faII out-

side the class of scientific sLatements. Scientific

knowledge is thought to be objective, value-free and

neutral.

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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Linked to this view about the objectivity of scientific

knowledge ls a particular model of "sclentific explana-

tion". Scientific endeavour does not consist merely in

the enumeration or description of events; it tries to

explai.n events by discovering the causal connections

between them. This model of explanation is the Deductive

Nomological model.

Deductive nomological explanation has the following logi-

cal form:

Whenever A

A

Therefore B

then B

Here A and B are events that are observed to occur in the

world, and are called variables, where A is the indepen-

denL variable (or lnitial condition) and B is the depend-

ent variable (or consequent condition). The first premise

of the argument is a nomological statement. It is an

explanatory statement of the hypothetical kind and it

expresses a regularity in the world; it expresses what

may come to be regarded as a law of nature. This regular-

ity concerns cause-effect relations between events in the

worId. These regularities or cause-effect relations are

thought to exist entirely independently of human thought.

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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A nomological statement begins as a conjecture (hypothe-

sls) which needs to be subjected to rigorous testing and

experimentation. It would, after the failure of rigorous

attempts to falsify it (as Popper would have it) be accor-

ded the status of scientific theory. It is always provi-

sionally held in so far as it is possible that in future

it might be falsified. It derives its scientific credi-

bility and respectability from amongst others rigorous

Iogic, objective observation and the failure of relentless

attempts to falsify it.

It can be noted that on this model, explanation and pre-

diction are closely tied to each other. If one has an

established nomological statement and a statement of the

initial condition then it is possible to predict the

consequent condition. In fact "every adequate explanation

in scj-ence is potentially a prediction ...."4

This view of the relationship between explanation and

prediction depends upon a view of understanding in terms

of which understanding in science is a matter of knowing

cause effect relationships. It is a view according to

which "to understand an event or state of affairs is to

know another event which will invariably produce or pre-

vent it. t'5

This is to say

as a necessary

that the feature of prediction is regarded

feature of the deductive nomological model,

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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and as underlying aII experimental

explanations. No explanation can be

unless it can generate definite and

And prediction is important because

for control. That is, knowledge of

tionships in principle provides the

testing of proffered

considered acceptable

testable predictions.

it provides the basis

cause - effect rela-

means for intervention

or states ofwith a view to technical control over events

affairs.

AII thls mealls that tfie potential f or predlct.Ion and

control is a necessary feature of scientific explanation.

An adequaLe scientific explanation Ls one that firstly

makes prediction possible and secondly provides the poten-

tial for control. This view, ds Fay points out below,

illuminates some underlying assumptions about firstly

truth and reality and secondly the relationship between

scientific knowledge and control:

Underlying and informing the Ideductive

nornological I theory of explanation are

deeper assumptions as to the nature of

truth and reality, and these deeper assump-

tions are rooted in the notion of manipula-

tive control. So the conclusion is not

merely that scientific knowledge provides

the basis for manipulative control, but

a1so, and more irnportantly, that what can

count as scientific knowledge is that which

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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gives us

principle
the means by which one can in

control phenomena.6

The deductive nomological

ing assumptions about the

model is grounded in the follow-

world and about science:

First. The world is viewed as

tities capable of being subject

and precise description.

atomistic, discrete en-

to objective observation

Second. The only possible relationships between entities

are cause - effect relationships, therefore these rela-

tionships can be accounted for by means of laws and law-

Iike statements, ie. nomological statements.

Third. Scientific theory consists in sets of nomological

statements. Scientific theory describes and explains but

in no way influences the entities it describes and ex-

plains.

Fourth. The language of science is considered to be

neutral and value-free. It is the language of objectivity

in so far as it encompasses only those statements which

can truly be called scientific statements, ie. those which

are testable. This language aims at formalised and guan-

tified explanations. It is a Ianguage of variables and of

measurement.

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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Fifth, and related to the preceding point. Talk that does

not f alI into the class of scientif ic staterirents as de-

fined above, Iacks the credibility of scientific status.

Religious, moraI, aesthetic, and political views alI fall

outside the category of scientific statements.

Sixth. A nomological statement comes as a prediction in

the form of a hypothetical statement. The ability to

predict encompasses, in principle, the ability to control,

for it is possible to control phenomena (or evenLs) by

manipulation of variables. On the deductive nomological

rnodel of explanation, scientific knowledge enables the

scientist to gain control over the world of natural pheno-

mena by means of the manipulation of variables. But, more

important, a scientific statement is regarded as one which

makes possible manipulative control.

Seventh. On radical positlvist thinking as outlined above

the idea of the unity of science is illuminated. on this

view there is only one kind of knowledge and that is

"scientific" knowledge. Genuine knowledge about any

phenotnena has the same logical form. There is a differ-

ence only in content (variables) between what counts as

knowledge in, for example, the research field of physics

and the research field of education.

CIassicaI

model of

or traditional research in
explanation outlined above

education uses

as the model

the

for

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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explanation in the social sciences. The social theorist

operating from within the classlcal research paradlgm uses

explanation of the deductive nomological type to explain

social phenomena. WhiIe for the natural scientist the

variables in question are events in the natural world, the

classical researcher'S variables would include phenomena

such as class, race, scholastic achievement, parentsr

Ievel of education, and gender. While the natural scien-

tist tries to find causal connections between events ln

the natural worId, the classical educational researcher

tries to establish causal connections between variables in

the social world. And this atlows for the classical

researcher the possibility of prediction along the lines

of the predictions of natural science. Moreover, know-

Iedge about social matters acquired along the lines of the

natural sciences is considered Lo be objective knowledge.

This means that statements about research findings in say

the field of education are, Iike statements about findings

in the research field of Newtonian physics, considered to

be value-free and neutral.

signif icant

research.

about:

What follows below is a brief

considerations in connection

outline of some

clas s icalwith

withThese considerations have to do questions

1

2

prediction and control
manipulative intervention
the relation of theory to

and power

practice3

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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11

the postulation of universally valid "Iaws of so-

c iety "

the objective spectator stance of the researcher-

These considerations are significant insofar as they

provide a w,ay of illuminating crucial differences between

classical research and action research. It will be shown

below - and especially in Part Two of this mini-thesis

that given its epistemological grounding action research

<ltffers slgniflcantly from classical rese.rrch in at least

its conceptions about these five considerations above-

First. CIassicaI research, because of the centrality to

it of prediction (as is the case with the natural sciences

on which it models itself) would define "knowledge" as

that which in principle makes possible prediction in

respect of and control over social (including educational)

phenomena. This expectation of prediction and control

makes of a social science what Fay calls a t'policy

science" and of the researcher a "policy engineertt, a

policy science being "that set of procedures which enables

one to determine the technically best course of action to

adopt in order to implement a decision or achieve a

9oal".7 Policy science is concerned with means to achieve

ends. The policy engineer is one who tries to gain the

kind of knowledge that will make it possible to determine

what the technically most correct or efficient means to

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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obtain specific ends is to manipulate variables and this

in turn tmplies control over socLal phenornena.

Second. The concept of control is closely linked with the

concept of power. Within the classical research paradigm

research is conducted with a view to acquiring knowledge

to gain better control over social phenomena, but while

that control gives power (ie. manipulative power) to those

conducting or initiating research, that power is out of

reach of the subjects of research. In the case of educa-

tional research, polrter is out of reach of the subjects of

research who include students, teachers, administrators

and so on.

Third, and closely linked with Lhe above is the idea that

research in education is carried out by an expert re-

searcher whose findings may be "applied" by teachers to

improve their practice. This idea is in Iine with situ-

ations in the natural sciences, where the physicist, sdY,

explaJ-ns and predlcts events in the natural worId, and

where these explanations and predictions in no way affect

the Iaws of nature themselves. SimilarIy the researcher

operating within the classical research parddigm conducts

research "objectively" in the sense that the project is

about a social situation and not from within that situ-

ation. The researcher formulates theory about practices,

and the Iatter are thought to be improvable or correctible

provided that theory is a fair approximaLion to the real-

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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ity about Lhe social or educatj-onal world. On the classi-

cal view, it ls thought that theory .can be applled to

practice in order to improve or modify practice. That

theory can instead inform or shape practice is a view not

accommodated by a radical classical approach, but one

which action research purports to accotnmodate.

Fourth, and directly linked to the classical research view

about theory as an approximation to the reality about the

social world is the ldea impllclt in classLcal research

approaches to social matters that laws of society have an

existence of their own independently of human thought. On

this view it is the task of the researcher to discover

these Iaws, and, to explain relationships between the

variables of the social world.

Fifth. Classical research is conceived of as a scientific

and objective enterprlse. The language of classical

research is considered to be neutral and value free. It

aims at formalisation and quantlfication.

This concern with formalisation and quantification 1s

evident from the research design, the presentation of data

and from the language j-n which the project is presented-

For example, provision is made in research design for

sampling, the use of attitude scales, stati.stical analy-

sis, for measurement of say levels of competence in cer-

tain tasks in relaLion to a9@, gender and other relevant

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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"variables". rnstruments used for measurement and analy-

sis are refined so as to eliminate as far as possible

personal prejudice and bias. A consequence of aII this is

that human phenomena are reduced to what John Hughes

calls "chunks of data'rr8 and the language in which these

phenomena is written about aims at mathemaLical precision.

As is the case with Newtonian physics, value judgements,

political, religious and moral principles aII go by the

board as having no scientific status whatever, and hence

no relevance, for educational or other soc1al scientific

research. AII this hangs together with what is referred

to above (and following E"y) as a policy sclence, for with

a policy science debates about educational mattersr or

about political life (to name but two kinds of areas which

might be the concern of a social science) are reduced to

technicalities, for underlying the view of a policy

science is at least the following assumption namely, that

a rational solution to educational problems requlres a

scientific approach.

If education is regarded as a policy science then, should

an educational problem be diagnosed as being rooted in

inefficient or ineffective Leaching strategies or tech-

niques, it is thought that the situation Inay be improved

by adopting more efficient or effective teaching strate-

gies or techniques. Classical research would attempt to

discover such strategies or techniques and all that would

be required of a teacher, it is thought, is to "apply" the

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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knowledge gained by the relevant

teacher becomes, to use the words of

"knowledge appli€r", or a "competent

research process. A

Ebbutt and Elliott, a

technician".9

Action research embodies an explicit or implicit awareness

of all these facets of classical research and is an at-

tempt to provide a logicalIy and epistemologically more

sound approach to research about social matters than the

classical research approach.

one of the weaknesses of classical research (as I have

pointed out above) is that tt models itself on a particu-

lar notion of science, namely Newtonian science. But

scientists themselves have long ago begun to question the

supposed "objectivity" of sci-ence. Recognition has been

given in for example physics to.the impact of the scien-

tist on the subject matter to be investigated. Zukav

explains this impact of twentieth century research in

physics, quantum mechanics and relativity on the scien-

tists conception of the relationship between scientist

(observer) and the subject matter under investigation, and

shows in the passage below that physicists have begun

questioning the rigid subject-object dichotomy:

The new physics tells us that an observer

cannot observe without altering what he

sees. Observer and observed are inter-

related in a real and fundamental sense.

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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The exact nature of this interrelation is

not clear, but there is a growing body of

evidence that the distinction between

lsubject and objectl is illusion.
Access to the physical world is through

exper5.ence. The common denominator of all

experiences is the rrlrr that does the ex-

periencing. In short, what we experience

is not external reality, but our interac-
tion with it.10

It is within a context such as that indicated by Zukav

that Heisenberg - himself one of the major contribuLors to

the evolution of this "ne\,v physics" - observes that natu-

raI sclence "does not simply describe and explain na-

ture"1 1 and at the same time assumes that "one can

describe the world without speaking about God or

ourselves".12 Instead , for Heisenberg and for exponents

of the "new physics", there is a sensitivity to the idea

that natural science "is a part of the interplay between

nature and ourselvesl describes nature as exposed to our

method of questioning"l3 (own emphasis).

So, j.n physics there is a serious questioning of the

stance of the physicist as objective spectator, uninflu-
enced by and having no impact on what is considered to be

"reality" for natural science. But classical social

science research, modelled as it is on Newtonj.an science,

http://etd.uwc.ac.za/
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stiIl insists on a type of objective spectator stance

on the part of the researcher that negates the "interplay"

between researcher and subjects of research. Action

research, it wilI be shown below, regards this "interplay"

as crucial and indeed inevitable in research about social

matters.

Social science research needs perhaps not at all to turn

to any model of science (be it, Newtonian physics or the

,'new physlcs" ) to provide justificatlon for its research

design and procedures. If it did, however, Heisenbergts

comment that "we cannot disregard the fact that natural

science is formed by men"1 4 could be regarded as a key

statement in the development of such an enterprise- A

statement such as this one draws attention to two things-

The first of these has been mentioned above and it is

namely the interplay between researcher and subjects of

research that draws lnto doubt the possibility of the type

of objective stance of the researcher as envisaged by

classical research. The second thing is that 1t draws

attention to the idea that if natural science is "formed

by manr' - if it is essentially a human affair - then it

must also be a social affair. That is it must as Luke

Hodgkin points ouL below with reference to mathematics, be

social practice:

although the scientific knowledge which

construct becomes a 'power above our-we
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selvesr , it is not a power above society

I think this is a crucial mistake of

those who have tried to separate 'science'

in the sense of scientific knowledge from

the society in which it is produced and

consumed. From a materialist point of view

the knowledge produced by scientists has no

existence except in so far as it is learnt,

understood, applied, transformed in the

practice of other scLentists or more

generally, by people who need, for whatever

reason, to use Isuch scientific truths].15

An emphasis on the idea of science as social practice has

some significant implications. One of these is that it

destroys the pervasive veneration of science and of "sci-

entific method" as something elite, and places knowledge

generated by natural scientists alongside, not above,

knowledge generated in the social sciences.

A further implication of the view that science is social

practice has to do with our notion of research and with

the stance of the researcher. If aII research is social

practice then the researcher (be it in the field of the

natural sciences or in the field of the social sciences)

is inevitably a participant, together with other partici-

pants, in the generation of knowledge. The researcher

cannot be a spectator as Newtonian science or as classj"-
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cal research would have it.

The above brief

makes possible a

research.

characterisation of classical

preliminary characterisation

research

of action

1.2 Action Research

Action research has moved away from a particular kind of

veneration of sclence in so far as the Newtonlan model of

science is not considered to provide the only or the most

respected model for research.

Action research has also given interpretations to, for

example, research design, objectivity and truth which

differ quite radically from interpretations ascribed to

these by classical research. Differences between action

research and classlcal research rnay be llluminated by

means of the following description of action research by

Cohen and l,lanion:

Action research is small-scale intervention

in the functioning of the real world and a

close examination of the effects of such

intervention .tItl is situational - it

is concerned with diagnosing a problem in a

specific context and attempting to solve it
in that context; it is usually (though not
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inevitably) collaborative - teams of re-

searchers and practitioners work together

on a project; it is participatory team

members themselves take part directly or

indirectly in implementing the research;

and it is self-evaluatlve modifications

are continuously evaluated within the

ongoing situation, the ultimate objective

being to improve practice in some way or

other. 1 5

Thus action research is here characterised as situational,

collaborative, participatory and self-evaluative, and it

airns at improving practice. But much the same might be

said about classical research. If action research vrere to

provide a tnore sound epistemological basis for conducting

research than does classical research then to simply claim

that it is situational, collaborative, participatory and

self-evaluative would not be sufficient. Action research

would have to explicate clearly what these claims lnvolve,

and would also have to provide sound justification for

them.

In the remainder of Part One I give only an indication as

to how action research might explain and justify its

claims about its situational, collaborative and participa-

tory character; and deal more fully with these in Part Two

of this rnini thesls.
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The claim of action research about its situatedness indi-

cates that action research gives recognltion to the speci-

ficity of every human and social situation, and questions

the assumptions of classical research that there are "Iards

of society" expressed by nomological statements and that

these laws have universal application.

The researcher within the tradition of classical research

would conduct research with a view to formulating univer-

salIy generalisable hypotheses. The unclerlyJ.ng assumptlon

here is that there are "natural" Iaws within the social

world. If these "natural" Iaws can be discovered and

formulated in terms of nomological statements it is possi-

ble to predict future events in the social world. And if

future events can be predicted then by means of manipu-

lating appropriate variables, the problematic social

situation can be remedied. So, it is thought, a particu-

Iar educational problem, for example the hlgh failure rate

at certain levels amongst certain groups in society, can

be remedLed by applying certain teaching, Iearnltrg and

studying methods and techniques, the latter having been

identified after rigorous testing of hypotheses in the

classical research tradition. The classical research

tradition would have it that there are truths (or near-

truths) about social reality that can be established by

observation and experiment, and that what holds for the

experimental situation can be generalised to hold unj-ver-

salIy. CIassicaI research claims that for social matters
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there are law-Iike regularities sirnilar to "Iaws of nat-

ure", and that these regularities can be ldentlfled

through correct research procedures.

Action research, with its emphasis on its situational

character, is in opposition to classical research in

respect of ,its assumption that there exist universally

valid "Iaws of society". More specifically it is in

opposition to the idea, implicit in this claim of classi-
caI research, that these laws of soclety exl-sE somehow

independently of human beings. Action research would not

wish to deny that there are certain kinds of regularities

in human life and that these regularities in some j-nstan-

ces resernble immutable laws - for example regularities of

human physiology or those found in certain social customs

or traditions. What action research challenges with 1t.s

insistence on its situational character is the kind of

prediction supposedly possible in terms of universally
valid "larnrs of society". Action research questions the

reification of "Iaws of society" and instead recognlses

that the evolvement of regularities in the social world is

the outcome of certaLn klnds of endeavours by human

beings.

At this stage a dilemma emerges for action research, one

which action researchers themselves recognise: if action

research is locked in its situatedness then it jeopardises

one of our key expectations about research, namely that
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research findings should be of use not only in the sltu-

ation which had generated them, but they should also be

useful for comparable situations. The problem here is

what EIIiott calls the problem of "generalizability" when

he writes about educational action research conducted by

the Eord Teaching Project:

We wanted teachers not only to monitor

their own problems and develop practical

hypotheses about how they arose and could

be resolved but to explore Lhe extent to

which these problems and hypotheses could

be generalised to other teacher's class-

rooms. l 7

The idea of generalisability is closely bound up with the

classical research tradition, but whether or not it need

be or lndeed can be abandoned while retaining a viable

notion of research is a key problem to be investigated in

Part Two of this rnini thesis.

Action research would also have to explicate claims about

its collaborative, participatory and self-evaluative

character. For action research collaboration, participa-

tion and self-evaluation are closely linked with one

another. "Collaboration" could be understood to mean that

those engaged with a research project worl< jointly on it.

Action researchers could take issue with Cohen and Manion
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when they write that action research is "usually though

not inevitably" collaborative. For Grundy and Kemmls, fot

example, collaboration is a crucial component of action

research, and is linked to a conception of participation,

in so far as they envisage the planning, i-mplementation

and assessment of a research project to be the outcome of

the joint efforts of all those involved with the research

proj ect.

In this regard Grundy and Kemmis wrlte about the partlci-

patory character of action research as follows:

In action research all actors involved in

the research process are equal partici-

pantsr'and must be involved in every stage

of the research. The research process

cannot be planned outside the participant

group then 'handed over' for implelnentatlon

and subsequent evaluation by an out-

s lder. 1 B

Grundy and Kemmis link the requiretnent of participation to

the requirement of collaboration in so far dsr for them,

"the participatory element of action research extends

beyond individual participation to collaborative

involvement. "1 9
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The requirements for action research of collaboration and

participation draw attention to the idea that a researcher

is or becomes part of the social situation under investi-

gation. The researcher wlthln the action research tradi-

tion is not an "objectlve" spectator as classical research

would have it, but acknowledges that the researcher has an

impact on the research situation. Action research in

other words acknowledges what Heisenberg has called an

"interplay" between researcher and subjects of research.

This acknowledgernent has consequences for a conceptlon of

whaL a social theory is and how it originates and is

validated; that is, it has consequences for our conceptlon

of the relation of theory to practice. These issues too

are explored in Part Two of this mini-thesis.

Part Two of this mini-thesis also probes the action re-

search conception of "participation". If by participation

were rnearrt merely those observable movements human beings

perform, it is difficult to see how action research dif-

fers in any significant way from classical research. If

however participation is linked to self-evaluation where

the latter is understood Lo be critical discussion amongst

aII those engaged in the research project, then it is

possible to formulate conceptions of objectivity, know-

Iedge and truth which differ radically from those formu-

lated by classical research.
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In Part Two of this mini-thesis I attempt a more compre-

hensive clarification as vrell as crltlque of action re-

search in respect of its claims about its situational,

collaborative, participatory and self-evaluative charac-

ter. For the purposes of this mini-thesis I timit myself

there to the listed works of Grundy, Carr and Kemmis and

my clarification and critique of the situaLional, colla-

borative, participatory and self-evaluative character of

action research takes place via a central claim of these

authors.
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2. ACTION RESEARCTI AND KNOWLEDGE CLAII{S

2.1 A Central Clain

One of the central claims of action research concerns

claims about its dernocratic character. Grundy claims that

"Action research is an inherently democratic form of

research"20. and Grundy and Kemmis claim that t'... action

research is a democratic form of research".21

C1aims about the democratic character of action research

seem to be connected with claims about a number of other

concepts viz the concepts of participation and collabor-

ation, involvement and improvement, and truth

This seems to

below numbered

be

(i)
indicated by the following quotations

to (v):

i)

fi) "Collaborative participation

of action research and the action

"IThe] dernocratic aspect of action research does not

arise merely out of a humanistlc bellef that partlcl-

pation is a 'good thing' or an instrumentalist view

that if participants make their own decisions, change

is more likely to resulltt.22

Ls a hallmark
n23researcher.
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iii) "The participatory democratic approach of collabora-

tive action research ...".24

iv) ". . . the participatory element of action research

extends beyond individual participation in the pro-

cess to involvement. The kind of lnvolvement re-

quired is collaborative invo1vement. "25

v) "IAction research is] guided strategically by the

rational goal of improvernent and the democratlc goal

of involvement.tt26

Implicit in quotation (i) is a link between the "demo-

cratic aspect" of action research and the idea of partici-

pation. Quotation (ii) Iinks the concepts of

participation and collaboration while quotation (iii)

links the concepts of democracy, participation and collab-

oration. In quotation (iv) the concepts of participation,

collaboration and involvement are linked. Quotation (v)

Iinks the concepts of improvernent, dernocracy and involve-

ment.

For action research then the concepts of democracy, parti-

cipation, collaboration, involvernent and improvement

appear to be intimately interrelated concepts. An j-nves-

tigation of claims about the dernocratic character of

action research would involve an examination of at least
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these concepts and of the conceptual connections between

them.

But this field of investigation might be narrowed down

somewhat, and for the following reason: In the above

quotations (f) to (v) the concept of participation appears

to be crucially important in so far as it would seem that

it provides the link between the concepts of democracy and

of research in claims about the "democratic form" of

action research. There is talk ln quotatlon (itI) of a

"participatory democratic approach" and in quotation

( ii ) of "collaborative participation". Quotation ( iv)

circumscribes the notion of participation in action re-

search in terms of the notlon of "collaborative involve-

ment", while the latter is seen i-n quotation (v) as a goal

of acE,ion research - as its "democratic goal" at that.

Thus in view of the centrality of the concept of partici-

pation in claims about the democratic character of action

research, it ls that concept - the concept of particlpa-

tion - and the conceptual links between researeh, partici-

pation and democracy that need investigation in order to

assess claims about the democratic character of action

research.

This rnini-thesis undertakes such an investigation.
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In view of the close connecLion for action research be-

tween the concepts of participation on the one hand and

the concepts of collaboration, involvement and improvement

on the other hand, the latter concepts will be illuminated

in some way by an investigation of the concept of partici-

pation.

2.2 Participation

The ernphasis for actlon research on partlcipation 1s

grounded in views action researchers have about the nature

and function of human Ianguage and in expectaLions they

have in connectj.on with groups of people and the genera-

tion of knowledge.

A statement like the following about the

element" of action research draws attention
"participatory
to this:

It requires a special kind of comrnunication

whlch recognises the authentic knowledge of

group members .. o Iand] which has been

described as tsymmetrical communication' ;

that is, a level of communication which

allows aII participants to be partners of

communication on equal terms.27

Here "a special kind of communication" quite clearly
attention to some possibilities and limitations of

draws

human
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Ianguage while the idea of participants in dialogue or

tfiscussion as "partners of communicatlon on equal terms"

would indicate certain kinds of expectations about groups

of people and about the contribution of members of a group

to the generation of knowledge.

The same kinds of thoughts are expressed, perhaps more

clearly and forcefully, by Grundy when she indicates that

people have the "right and obligatj.on'r to participate in
the construction of human knowledge2B and furt.her, that
these "rights" and "obllgations" have to do with the

nature and function of human speech; they are, for

Grundy, Iinked to the view that "human speech exists for

understanding ...".29

In order to make clear what action researchers mean by

participation, expressions such as "symrnetrical communica-

tion" and "partners of communication on equal terms" and

statements about Lhe "right and obligation" of people and

about human speech and understandlng in the situations

above have to be closely examined.

One way of doing this is to examine the connection for
action researchers between participation and the nature

and function of human language. That is, the idea of
participation for action research might be made explicit
by an attempt to clarify a conception of human language.

But fundamental to any conceptj-on of human language must
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be a conception of human beings and of their possibilities

and limitations. Human language is, after aII, generated

by human beings and its nature as well as function in

human Iife must be discussed against the background of

some kind of conception of human beings.

Grundy and Kemmis show some appreciation for this in

connection with their views about human language and in

connection with their expectatj.ons about groups of people

and the generation of knowledge mentioned above when they

quote from Werner and Drexler who comment upon what they

calI a "theory of persons" underlying the above mentioned

ideas:

This notion is based upon the philosophical

assumption that whenever human bej-ngs tact'

rather than 'behave' according to stimulus

- response sequences, this necessarily

involves the reciprocal recognition of

human beings as persons appreciated and

accepted in the way they strive for consen-

sus and mutual understanding.30

Key concepts to emerge from the above quotation are those

of action and behaviour and those of consensus and under-

standing. An examination of the latter two concepts

(those of consensus and of understanding) provides insight
into the epistemological position of action research. The
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first two concepts (those of action and behavj.our and the

distinction between thern) provtde a starting point for a

formulation of a "theory of persons" and this is what is

attempted in the next section.

2.3 Theory of Persons

The theory of persons alluded to in the quotation from

VJerner and Drexler above depends upon a distinction be-

tween ttactiont' and ttbehaviour" where the former has to do

with a certain kind of consciousness which may be de-

scribed in terms of "intelligence" and where the latter

has to do with more or less mechanical or instinctive

responses to external stimuli. This theory of persons may

be more fully explained with reference to certain views of

KarI tlarx. A brief explication of whaL may be called

I'larxrs vi-ew of man is relevant here in so f ar as it is

possible to give an account In terms of it of the central-

ity of the notion of participation for action research.

l,larxr s conception of man centres around the idea of

praxis. For t{arx, man is not the mechanical sum of dif -
ferent spheres (eg. the economic, the political, the moral

and so on), but what makes a human being what he or she

is, is in words of Gaja Petrovic "the general structure of

his relationship toward the world and toward himself."31

For Marx, man is the being of praxis and this means,

essentially, that human activity is a "universal-creative
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self-creative activity, Ian] activity by which man trans-

fornrs and creates his world and hirnself ".32

The difference between human activity as praxis and mere

movement in the sense of response to stimuli, ot mere

happenings or animal behaviour, is that the notion of

praxis encompasses a certain type of consciousness. It is

a consciousness which is not only reflectlve, but also

self-reflective. PauIo Freire makes this point when he

writes t,hat man is the only belng able "to treat not only

his actions but his very self as the object of his reflec-

tion. ''33

Praxis then is reflective and self-reflective activity and

it is not activity based solely on sdyr habit or custom or

instinct; it is purposeful and intentional activity. In

so far as praxis is purposeful and intentional it, is

creative and transformatlve : a "universal-creative self-

crealive activity."

The idea of praxis as purposeful, intentional activity may

be clarified by consldering Marxrs concept of work or

Iabour. For Marx work or labour is praxis. Significant

here is Erich Frommrs observation that for Marx the con-

cept of labour like that of capital is not an economic

category but an anthropological one. It has to do with a

distinguishing feature of human beings. In the words of

Fromm, "Iabour, to Marx, is an activity, not a commo-
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dity."34 For Marx, Iabour is bound up with man's rela-

tionship to nature. To begin with, human belngs were

dependent for subsistence upon the world as they found it.

But this relationship to the material world has changed.

Through the mediation of labour or praxis human beings

have had and conLi-nue to have an impact on the material

world for they "begin to produce their means of subsis-

tence".35 Thus human beings unlike anlmals - create and

witness a changed and changing material world for "By

producJ-ng their means of subsistence men are indirectly
producing tnei. actual material Iife."36

There is thus a changed and changing relationship between

human beings and nature broughL about through human Ia-

bour, and if man's relationship with nature has changed

and is changing, man has transformed and is transforming

himself. A point Iike this is quite clear from the fol-

Iowing thoughts of Marx on labour:

Labour is, in the first place, a process in

which both man and nature participate, and

in which man of his own accord starts,

regulates, and controls the material

reactions between himself and nature

By acting on the external world and

changing it, he at the same time changes

his own 'nature.37
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guished f rom oE,her kinds of actlvities including anlmal

activity by the presence of a type of consciousness that

has the potential for creatively imagining prior to mater-

ially constructing and producing. Moreover, for Marx, the

activity of labour is bound up with purposefulness and

intentionality on the part of the person engaged in work.

Of the latter Marx says that he:

ralses hIs structure 1n imaglnatJ-on

before he erects it, in reality. At the end

of every Iabour process, I" geL a result

that already existed in the imagination of

the labourer at its commencement. He not

only effects a change of form in the mater-

ial on which he works, but he also realises

a purpose of his own thaL gives the law to

his modus operandi, and to which he must

subordinate his will. And this subordina-

tion is no momentary act. Besides the

exertion of the bodily organs, the process

demands that, during the whole operation,

the workman's will be steadily in conson-

ance with his purpose.3B

work is the distinguishing

36

For Marx, then, labour or

feature of hr.rman beings and

correct in his designaLion

were granted Fromm isthis
the

if
of concept of Iabour or
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work as an anthropological one.39 This idea of the con-

cept of work or labour as an anthropological concept draws

attention in a significant way to a vj"ew of human labour

as not only an end in itsetf; it is not engaged in solely

as a means towards attaining some end or goal or obj ectj-ve

the product. It is lnstead that which is inseparably

part of a human being, that by which a human being can be

defined as human and through which hutnan beings create and

recreate themselves. It ls indeed

the self-expression of manr €Ir express-

ion of his individual physical and mental

powers. In this process of genuine activi-

ty man develops himself, becomes hlmself;

work is not only a means to an end the

product - but an end in itself, the mean-

ingful expression of human energy...40

Bound up with the idea of man as a being of praxis is the

ldea that hurnan beings are the only beings who can clalm

to have a history. Here again an understanding of lvlarx's

concept of labour or work as the distinguishing feature of

human beings is crucial to an understanding of the idea of

the historicity of human beings. l,larxrs claim that "the

whole of what is called world history is nothing but the

creation of man by human labour"41 may be understood by

bearing in mind a characterisation of praxis (human la-

bour) as "universal-creative self-creative activity".
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Praxis is "the transformation and creation of the world

arrd of man himself ."42 Because this acLivity ls

characterised by a type of consciousness which is bound up

with purposefulness and intentionality only human beings

can properly be said to have a history, unlike animals of

which it may be said they have a past but not a history.

"one can speak only figuratively of a 'history' of the

animal kingdorn".43 The crucial difference between human

beings and animals is that "whereas an animal changes by

adapting to and transforming lts envirorunent without any

plan or purpose, man can by his creativity change purpose-

fully his environment and himself .t'44

Hurnan beings then have in a significant way been respon-

sible for creating thelr past and hence also themselves.

This point wiII be seen to be crucial for action research

and for the. idea of participation in action research.

Moreover, from a recognition of the polnt about human

beings' responsibility for having created their past and

thernselves, a number of things emerge - aII of which are

important for an understanding of action research and of

the centrality to it of the notion of participation.

These things may be summarlsed as follows:

First, Lf human beings are distinguished by virtue of that

capacity for "universal-creative self-creative activity"

then hurnan beings at any given moment in the present can
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never be completed, or finished or defined

all.

once for

Second, if human belngs have created thelr past then they

have the potential also for creating their fuLure.

Third, if creativeness and self-creativeness is a distin-

guishing feature of human beings then a denial or limita-

tion or curtai,Iment of that creative and self-creative

activlty would constl"tute a denl-al or lilnltatlon or cur-

tailment of a personts humanity.

FourLh, not only maLerial goods tangible objects are

the results of human labour (praxis). Human labour gener-

ates too a social world - Lhe world of ideas, concepts,

institutions, practices and of language. It is against

the background of a perception such as this that Freire

can speak of human belngs as "historical-soclal
beings".45

An elucidation of this last idea, the idea that is of the

sociality of human beings, is entirely to the point at

this stage of this mini-thesis in so far as it throws some

Iight. on what we may understand by "participation" in the

way in which that concept is used by action researchers.
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2.4 The Sociality of Human Beings

Thoughts about the sociality of human beings which

include thoughts about their shared meanings and under-

standings and about the nature of human language provide

a starting point for formulating a conception of research

about soci-al matters.

The idea of the sociality of human beings may be clarified

by returnlng to the dlstlnctlon ln the quotatlon from

Werner and Drexler (2.2) between "acting" and "behavingt'-

This disE,inction 1s conslstent wlth the distlnctlon be-

tween action in the sense of praxis on the one hand and

other kinds of movement or behaviour on the other hand,

and draws attention to a cardinal notion for action re-

search, namely the notlon of action concepts.

For action researchers the 'data' of the social situatlon

under research are human actions aS distlnct from mere

events, happenlngs or movements. The former embody

people's intentions, arg characterised by purposeful

activity and have to do wlt,h a type of consciousness that

has been linked above to the idea of human praxis. But

not only does the concept of action presuppose intention-

ality on the part of the actor, it also presupposes a

background of ru1es, norms and conventions against which

and in terms of which actions are intelligible or unintel-

Iigible, and understood or rnisunderstood. These rules,
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norms and conventions are embodied in

institutions, and in language, about

be solne shared understandings.

social practices and

which there have to

Now rules, norms and conventions require per definition

some assumptions or definitions that are shared by whole

groups of people. In order for a person to understand the

actions (including speech acts) of others, that person has

to share with those others some understandings of certain

kinds of things. These shared understandings are also

what enable an individual to understand his or her ovrn

actions.

I{hat has been called here "shared understandings" might be

further elucidated by turning to some thoughts of Charles

Taylor and the distinction between what he calls "subjec-

tive meanings" and "shared meaningstt.46

Human beings may have and do have what we may call indi-

vidual beliefs and attitudes. These indlvidual bellefs

and attitudes are what Taylor calls "subjective meanings"

and the question of their diverslty or convergence

whether individuals share them with some other individ-

uals, with many other individuals or with no others does

not enter into, the picture here. What does enter into the

picture here is that these individual beliefs and atti-

tudes rnight be beliefs and attiLudes about some or other

social practices an<l inst.itutions. One may f or example
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have what may be called individual beliefs or

about current and pervaslve teaching practlce or

institution of schooling. A few others or many

no others may have the same or similar beliefs

tudes about the practices and institutions under

ation.

attiLudes

about the

others or

and attl-

consider-

Now social institutions and practices aIl have sets of

norms, rules or conventions governing them and in terms of

which they are what they are. (The criteria for the

identity of those instltutions and practices are consti-

tuted by those norms, rules and convenLions). The point

is that the rules, norms and conventions governing social

institutions and practices do not themselves depend on the

beliefs and attitudes of any single individual; they "are

not jusL in the minds of the actors but are out there in

the practices themselves."4T In order for something to be

and to be understood to be a soclal practl-ce, groups of

people have to share an understanding of what that prac-

tice is or is about. These latter kinds of understandings

which are understandings which themselves constitute the

meaning for whole groups of people of Lhe lnstitutions and

practices under consideration are what Taylor calIs

"shared meanings".

Now the point is that individual beliefs or attitudes ie.

"subjective meanings" may be had only if the person whose

belief or aLtitude it is already understands what it is he
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or she has the attitude or belief about. That is the

persotl in questlon must share with whole groups of others

understandings about for example what distinguishes one

set of practices from other sets of practices, or one

insLitution from others.

The following quotation from Taylor's "Interpretation and

the Sciences of l,lan" illustrates the distlnction between

"subjectlve meanings", and what he caIIs here "inter-
subjectlve meanJ-ggs" (what I have caIled "shared mean-

ings" ) :

The actors may have aI1 sorts of beliefs

and attitudes whlch may be rlghtly thought

of as their individual beliefs and atti-

tudes, even if others share them; they may

subscribe to certain policy goals or cer-

tain f orrns of theory about the pollty r oE

feet resentment at certain things, and so

on. They brlng these wlth thern into thelr

negotiations, and strive to satisfy them.

But what they do not bring into the negoti-

ations is the set of ideas and norms con-

stitutive of negotiation themselves. These

must be the common property of the society

before there can be any question of anyone

entering into negotiation or not. Hence

they are not subj ect j-ve meanings, the
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property of one or some individuals, but

rather intersubjective meanings, which are

constitutive of the social matrix in which

individuals find themselves and act.48

Shared rneanings or intersubjective meani-ngs then are in a

sense independent of any individual beliefs or attitudes.

They are independent to the extent that they form "the

background to ... social action"49, and to Lhe extent that

they are preclsely those thlngs about whlch there can be

individual beliefs or attitudes. Shared meanings place

one in the realm of social institutions and practJ-ces.

An analysis such as that of Taylor's cannot but elnphasise

the sociality of human beings. Quite simply, talk about

subjective and shared meanings presupposes groups of human

beings between whom there are quite distinct relatj-on-

ships. And these distinct relationships are explained in

tenns of shared understandings. Indeed the concept of

sharlng discloses a relationship which must be dlstin-

guished from a "relationship" (if it may be called that)

of human beings existl-ng as separate and separable enti-

ties.

The idea of subjective meanings likewise indicates the

sociality of human beings in so far as (as noted above)

individuals have views, ideas, attitudes and beliefs in

respect of insLitutions and practices, but the point is
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precisely

generated

groups of

EhaL these institutions and practices have been

and are continually being transformed by whole

people albeit over long periods of time.

There is another concept that emerges as clearly as poss-

ible from a conslcleratlon of the sociality of human beings

and this is the concept of language. Subjective meanings

and shared meanlngs make Sense only in terms of language.

It is in and through language that meanings are conveyed

or confirmed and understandl-ngs are modlfled or adjusted.

I"loreover, it must be recognised that there is a sense in

which there is no separation between language and, SaY,

the practices and institutions which are described or

explained or criticised in and by language. The point is,

firstly, that language is itself a practice in so far as

it is an intentional, purposeful activity human beings

engage in. In the second place, what makes a practlce or

an institution what it is is the language surrounding it.

Taylor puts this lucidly when he writes ". . . that some

practice [is what it is] has to do in part with the vo-

cabulary established in a society as appropriate for

engaging in it or describing it."50 In this sense lan-

guage is embedded in at1 practices and institutions, is

indeed constitutive of these practices and institutions,

and shape them.
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We may say further that language provides the link amongst

human beings. The phenomenon of human Ianguage presup-

poses whole groups of human beings, who have generated,

sustained and transformed a Ianguage. Language is of

course not the kind of thing to be generated, sustained

and transformed solely by the efforts of any single indi-

vidual. Indeed an individual becomes a language being

only in terms of a language grouping sometimes called a

speech community - in which there is the capacity for what

Taylor has caIled subjectlve meanings and shared meanings.

It is for this kind of reason that Taylor can emphasise

society as the locus of the individual.5l

But to emphasise the centrality of society for the devel-

opment of an individual human being is not to imply a kind

of vertical relationship between society and the individ-

uaI, with the }atter occupying a posiLion of insubordina-

tion to "society". There is instead a mutual l-nter-

dependence between the two in so far as society is not

sirnply an aggregate or conglornerate of individuals but a

structure which has coherence and whose members are en-

gaged in specific kinds of relationships with one another.

These relationships are constituted by subjective and

shared meanings and understandings, and the latter are

possible in so far as human beings are beings of praxis,

that is, beings who are participants in the construction

of language, of the social world, of history and of the

future.
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Action research is certainly aware of the centrality of

Ianguage to research. Carr and Kernmls52 and Grundys3 for

example link a conception of language to a key concept for

research, namely truth (see 2.5.3 below), while Grundy and

Kemmis show concern for "the development of the re-

searching community as a language community"54 about which

they "believe that the issue deserves further consider-

ationt'.55 Grundy and Kemmis also regard as "lmportanttt

"the role of Ianguage as a medium for self-reflection. "56

Now given thoughts about human beings as beings of praxis,

and thoughts about language as expressed in sections 2.3

and 2.4 of this mini thesis, then the concern of Grundy

and Kemmis to see the development of research communitj.es

as language communities appears to be misplaced, and for

the simple reason that any comrnunity of human beings is

and must necessarily be a language community. Similarly,

Ianguage as "a medlum for self-reflectlon" is not merely

"important"; self (or any other kind of ) reflection

cannot take place except ln and through language.

Grundy and Kernmis rntght here do better by cl.early articu-

Iating thoughts about the development of research communl-

ties as consciously critical and self-critical cornmunities

sensitive to the kind of phenomenon human language is, and

showing awareness of the centrality of critical discussion

to research. In this respect Grundy, Carr and Kemmis in

the course of an artlculatlon of the link between language
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and truLh offer

low).

less ambiguous insights (see 2.5.1 be-

If action research were to claim a sounder epistemological

basis than does classical research then it would have to

articulate clearly a vlew of particlpation and a view of

the Iink between participation and language. That is,

action research would have to explain how, in any act of

communication, understanding requires a participant or

performative stance as opposed to a spectator stance the

latter is indeed quite impossible, as Richard Winter

explains:

Communication is not merely the trans-

mission of a message. The words of a

telegram may be 'transmitted' between two

pieces of electrical equipment, but its

properties as a communication of meanings

are created by the interpretive activities

of the sender and the receiver ... .57

Quite clearly what is involved here is the participation

of writer and reader (or speaker and audience) in a world

of shared rneanings and understandings. The writer or

speaker may of course, given the response of the audience,

consider the "message" to be understood or misunderstood.

But Lhe point that for communication to be at all

possible there must be the possibility at least of intel-
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ligibility of meaning. And there can be such a possibil-

ity only if there is at least one other who participates

in "the verbal and cultural system of which the particu-

lar expression forms an element. .'5B Participation must

not be understood here to entail merely a one-way rela-

tionship between speaker or writer and audience as lf the

former simply issued "transparent" signs or slrmbols.

Instead:

I can only cornrnunlcate by presupposlng the

intelligibility of my speech for the Other,

and I can only make this presupposition

because I interpret its intelligibility for

myself by envisaging its intelligibitlty

for the Other. In other words intelligi-

bility resides in the presupposition of the

interchangeability of perspectives between

speaker and hearer, writer and reader.59

Lnportant here is the expression "interchangeablllty of

perspectives" in so far as this points quite clearly to a

state where neither speaker nor audlence can be left

unaffected in some way or other by an act of communica-

tion. An act of communication requires, p"t definitlon
participation of a certain kind on the part of speaker or

writer and audience, and participation here involves

participation in the formulation or reformulation of
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meanings arld understandings. It is with this in mind that

Wlnter tnakes thc funportant polnt below about the ilnpact of

language on the development of human beings, of what I

have termed, following Marx, beings of praxls:

Communication is always a formulation

of the SeIf in the light of Lhe Self's

mastery of the language, the setting, and

(above aII) through the SeIfrs awareness of

lts own nature as the grounds for its

assumptions about how this speech or i,rrit-

ing will be received by others, and hence

what this speech or writing should or might

mean.6o

Now if every act of communication is a "formulation of the

SeIf" - and this "formulation of the SeIf" must hold

equally for writer or speaker and for audlence - and lf

meanings and understandings are constituted in and through

Ianguage then Winter is correct in observing that "no

speech can claim the finality of correctness".6l And if

any act of communication cannot claim for itself the

status of final correctness, then we have to envisage a

relationship between theory and practice quite different

from that envisaged by classical research. with these

thoughts about the "nature" of language in mind we have to

conclude, with Winter, that theory cannot legislate for

social action in the way envj.saged by classical research:
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rather, it presupposes a relationship

between theorist and social actor which

must be continuous and unending, because it

is bolh irremediably particularised and

endlessly problematic. This is because the

theorist requires an Other, not as an

object but, in some senser ds a 'collabor-
ator' in that refIexive Lntersubjectivity

where meaning itself resj-des.62

Thoughts about the relationship between theory and

tice are taken up more fully under 2.5 below, but at

two further thoughts are worth mention here.

prac-

Ieast

Firstly, Winter's idea that speech is always a formulation

of the self draws attentlon to the idea that description -

supposedly neutral, objective and of the spectator type

is NOT the only or the most slgnificant feature of lang-

uage. One may think here of classical research where the

descriptive feature of language is paratnount, where only

deductive nomological statements are accorded "scien-

tific status" and where in other words only a limited

feature of language is consldered to be worthwhile for the

purposes of research.
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Secondly, thoughts Iike these of Winter about language

allow for a more profound grasp of the concepts of "partl-
cipation" and "collaboration" as characteristics of action

research, for they make possible a reading of these con-

cepts as going beyond merely the observable behaviour of

those involved in research actlvitles. "Participation"

and "collaboration" have to do less with the (perhaps

frenzied) activlties of those engaged in research; they

have to do more with a "formulation of the SeIf".

Partlcipation and Social Science Re-5 Knowledge Claims,

search

It has also

ters may be

truths about

become clear that research about

understood NOT to be a question of

Given a conception of the social world as a humanly con-

structed one, two comments one about participation and

the other about truth are to the point here.

It is becoming clear, and wiII become clearer in what

follows j-n this section, that participation (as that

concept has been expllcated towards the end of the prevl-

ous section) is a necessary element of all research.

Classical research indeed fools itself with claims about a

neutral, objective, spectator stance. Such a stance is

indeed quite irnpossible.

social mat-

discovering

a questionthe social world. Research is NOT
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about acquiring knowledge where "knowledge" is understood

to be all articulablon of what Winter identifies as a

"descriptive grasp of an external object world through the

supposedly transparent medium of referential language-"63

Research about social matters is not a matter of simply

"discovering twhat is the caset wlth respect to the soc1al

world, discovering facts whose existence is independent of

the researcherrs state of mind".64 Rather, given a con-

ception of the social world as humanly constructed,

t,hought-s about soclal sclentif ic research would have to do

with:65

acquiring an understanding of the intentions of social

actors;

making clear the ruIes, norms and conventions against

the background and in terms of which the actors act;

attempting to understand peoplets shared meanings and

understandings tn respect of social practlces and

institutions.

AII of this takes place within Lhe context of a critical

discusslon between researcher and subjects of research.

Critical discussion here is a matter of asking questions

and formulating responses, for meanings are constituted

and reconstituted in an act of communication.

*

*

*

Now research

activities (as

is of course a human activity. Like other

stimuli ordistinct from mere response to
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random movement) it is characterised by being purposeful

and inLentional. Research may be said to be a kind of

purposeful, intentional finding out or enquiry. But

research can and must be distinguished from other klnds of

purposeful, intentional forms of enquiry, otherwise the

very notion of research goes by the board.

Against the background of views on language and the act of

communication explicated above, Winter articulates a

conception . of research and of action that attempts to

preserve the fragile relationship between the twoi a

relationship in wfiich a dlstlnction ls made between re-

search and those human activities about which there can be

research, but one which, Bt the same tj.me, avoids classi-

cal research's rigid distinction between action and re-

search and which relegates social action to that sphere to

which theoretical findings need to be "applied". Winter

refers ln this connection to action and research as being

both "distinct and mutually required",66 and to a "reflex-

ive conception of research's relation to action

lwhichl preserves the authenticity of both...."6'l Thus

Winter conceives of action and research in a way:

which preserves researchts capacity for

achieving a critical distance from action

AND preserves action's intelligibility as a

creative, rather than a causally determined

response to interpretive meaning.6B
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What Winter struggles to avoid here (and what action

researchers should avoid too If their. conception of re-

search were to be any different from that of classical

research) is a formulation of research that embodies a

deterrninistic relationship between research and action and

where the former prescribes for and Is "applied to" the

Iatter. The achievement of such a "critical distance"

between action and research as envisaged by Winter is a

prerequisite for gaining clartty and greater understanding

about the actions ln questlon.

lrlinter articulates these thoughts r Ets well as thoughts

about the possibility of change where he sees the very

setr>aratlon of actlon and research as a requirelnent f or

change as follows:

To note action and research as a difference

is to note that action proceeds on a basis

which must always faII short of a theoreti-

cally conceivable certainty. The knowledge

which guides actj-on can always provisional-

Iy be deemed to be sufficient for that

course of actlon at that time, but lt can

also be deemed insufficient, in the light

of a notion of t greater understandingt

which not - actlon but research could

possibly create. The separation of action

and research is thus one articulation of a
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faith in the possibility of change; action

is conceived as meshed (however loosely)

into a social system, whereas research is

the process whereby the self-perpetuating

processes of that system might be inter-

rupted. However, although the possibillty

of change is grounded in the distinction

between action and research, lt requires

equally an intimate and principled linkage

between the two, Ln order that the I find-

ings' of research can be translatable back

into the world of action: indeed the
:

intelligibility of the metaphor of transla-

tion requires both difference and sirnllar-

itY.69

A conception of research such as Winterrs that emphasises

the "reflexive" relatlonshlp between action and research

yields a conception of change different from that yielded

by classical research. WiLh the latter, change ls envls-

aged as the result of the application of the outcome of

theorising (that is, theory) to practice or action, and

with it the concomitant thoughts about manipulation and

policy engineering.

On a conception of research such as Winterrs, research is

envisaged not as prescriptive in respect of action (in the
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sense in which it is envisaged as such by classical re-

search). Research is envisaged rather as making clearer

the social actorrs possible courses of action, some of

which might be more appropriate in respect of the actor's

aspirations, and some of which might be less appropriate:

Research is the theoretical moment when

action reviews lts resources for meanJ-ng

construction and in doing so recognises

that surrounding actlon's here-and-now

choices are an array of possibilities

some of which could, now, be formulated as

indeed possibilities. 70

Research's task as formulating possibilities for action

which, for Winter, takes place within the context of

research's questioning of action, CANNOT be made clear

except in terms of the ldeas of actlon concepts and of

human language. And this of course points to an approach

that takes serlously the ldea that the social world Is a

human construct. On such an approach and action re-

search ls potentially such an approach we have to give

an account of key concepts of research that differ funda-

mentally from an account of these concepts as generated by

classical research. Key concepts of research discussed

below are the concepts of Explanation, of Social Theory

and of Truth all of which are central to an understand-
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ing of the epistemological grounding of action research.

5.1 Explanati,on

On an approach that takes seriously the idea that society

is a hurnan construct the idea that "laws of society" exist

in a fashion analogous to Newtonian laws of science, must

go by the board. Classicat research would have it that

human agents have no or only minimal impact on laws of

soclety and are perhaps also only InInlmaIly responsible

for the existence of such laws.

I have indicated above (1.2) that one Would not dispute

the occurrence of certain l<inds of regularities ln so-

ciety, but these regularities have to do with humanly

constructed practices and institutions, with norms and

conventions. The kind of "prediction" operative in social

matters is a different klnd of predlction from that which

obtains in Newtonian science. We can often fairly accu-

rately "predict" how people would respond in given situ-

ations but our ability to engage in this kind of

prediction is dependent on our sharing certain meanings

and understandings. It ls in no vray the causal predictlon

obtainable in a nomological statement of the type "when-

ever A then B". The search for causal laws of this kind

is untenable on a view of society as a human construct.
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Explanations of social matters are NOT of the deductive

nomological l<lnd.

Indeed, research about social matters tries to uncover

subjective and shared meanings about institutions and

practices, and what Fay 71 has called quasi-causal and

functional explanations of social actions.

The idea of quasi-causal explanations may be clarified by

contrastJ.ng these wlth causal explanatlons of the deduct-

ive nomological kind. The difference between the former

and the latter may be illuminated through the word condi-

tionship where Fay72 refers to the relationship between

what he calls "certain configurations of conditions" and

"certain forms of actj-on, rules and common meanings" as

conditionship relations. Conditionship relations differ

from causal relations insofar as the latter is a matter of

more or less rigid cause-effect relations whlle the former

recognise that the perceptions and understandings of the

observing agent must be taken into account as a medlating

factor in any examination which atLempts to explain why

certain social circumstances or conditions give rise to

certain actions, rules and norms, not in the sense of

causing them as in a cause-effect relationship but in the

sense of asking: Which conditions I^IARRANT ( in contrast to

CAUSE) certain forms of behaviour. Fay observes in this

regard:
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men act in terms of their inLerpreta-

tions of, and intentlons towards, thelr

external conditlons, rather than being

governed by them, and therefore these

conditions must be understood not as causes

but as warranting conditions which make a

particular actj.on or belief , more 'reason-

ablet, tjustifi€dt, or tappropriatet, given

the desires, beliefs, and expecLations of

the actors.73

Quasi-causal explanations thus have to do wlth the Lnten-

tions and interpretations of social actors. Fay points

out however that there are "features of social life which

cannot be explained by referring to the intentions of

the individuals concerned."74 this feature of soclal life

is what Fay refers to as "the pattern of unintended

consequences of actions"T5 about which he writes:

Socleties consLst of ordered sets of rela-

tionships among their members, and it is

this basic fact which accounts for the

phenomenon that when an action is performed

its results rebound throughout the society

in ways that are relatively predictable,

though the actors themselves rnight not have

been aware of them....76
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Fay sees it as the task of a social science to explore

these patterns of unintended consequences, and in particu-

lar those which reinforce "the actions, beliefs, and roles

of the other members of the society " "tt77 Those patterns

of unintended consequences that, in other words, reinforce

and support the status quo. For Fay a social science can

achieve this by means of functional explanations where

functional explanations are understood to be explanations

of the function of a particular part or organ of the

social systernr eiS explalned below:

a functional explanation attempts to

explain a gj.ven practice or institution,

not by reveallng how it arose, nor by dis-

closing the purposes it is thought to ful-

fil, but by explaining why it continues to

exist, and it does this by demonstrating

the contributlon its effects make to the

continued existence of the social whole

which in turn sustains it. A functional

analysis uncovers the ways in which the

(unintended) consequences of an act or the

(unforeseen) effects of an institutional
practice modify a host of other social

factors, demonstrating how such effects

reinforce and strengthen that complex of

factors which comprises the social whole,

and how, in turn, this complex of factors
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helps to maintain the original act oI:

1:ractics. TB

The ernphasis of action research on its situational charac-

ter (1.2 below) might be considered a taciL acknowledge-

rnent that social matters cannot be explalned in terms of

causal laws of the deductive nomological kind. The fol-

Iowing thoughts of Kemmis on educational action research

llluminates the point about the situatedness of action

research, and illuminaLes tinks between actlon research

and thoughts expressed by Fay in connection with explana-

tion in the social sciences:

The critical tasks of a critical social

science in education cannot be divorced

from the pracLlcal realities of education

in particular schools and classrooms, nor

from the political reallty that schools

themselves are concrete historical express-

lons of the relatlonshlp between educatlon

and society.T9

Now Kemmists talk of Lhe t'critical tasks" of a "critical
social science" aside (since these expressions themselves

need clarification), his concern with "particular schools

and classrooms" indicates as clearly as possible a concern

with what one may call the specificity of every social
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situation that rules out prediction of the kind envisaged

by classlcal research.

Kemrnis's view about schools as "concrete historlcal ex-

pressions" of the relationship between education and

society" is a further expresslon of the situatedness of

particular social institutions. In this instance Kemmis

draws attention to the situatedness of speclfic institu-

tj.ons of society (namely educational institutions) within

thelr hlst,orical framework. Now gJ-ven the speciflclty as

well as historical situatedness of a social institution,

explanations about its origin, development and functioning

CANNOT be done in terms of deductive nomological state-

ments, but rather in terms of what Fay has ca1led quasl-

causal and functional explanations.

Quasi-causal and functional explanations are called for by

action research for another reason: actlon research

recognises and admits that human perceptions and under-

standings of lnstltutlons and practices feature ln any

explanation of social matters:

we must remember that educational situ-

ations are constituted as such not only in

terms of such things as bricks and mortar,

financial and curriculum resources, the use

of timer dnd organisational arrangements.

More importantly, they have their educa-
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in certaln ways

educational. 80
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because people act in them

which they understand as

All of this means that acLion research recognises that

social reality is not a "glven". The actlons, the subjec-

tive understandings and the shared understandings of human

beings ln respect of soclal Instll-utions and practices

aII of which constitute what $re may call "social reality"
are the actlons and understandlngs of ontologically free

agentsr so that human actions and human understandings are

per deflnition changeable by human interventlon. Thls

means that prediction and control ( in the sense in which

these feature in classlcal research) cannotr logically,

feature in action research.

5.2 Social Theory

The idea of society as a human construct has the following

implications for a conception of a social theory: a

social theory cannot be a theory about something that has

an existence separate and separable from the actions and

understandings of human beings in respect of social insti-

tutions and practices. Ilere views of Charles Taylor are

again illuminating. Taylor writes that "the theory is not

about an independent object, but one that is partly con-

stituted by self-understanding.t'81 The object of a social

theory is "partly constituted by self-understandings" in
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so far aS for example, practices that are carried on in a

soclety are and cap be carried on only if people have an

understanding of what it is they are doing. Likewise, in

order for people to engage |n the workings of an lnstitu-

tionr oE in order for people to engage in criticlsm or

commendation of an institution, Lhey have to have some

kind of understanding of, sdy, the norms and conventions

associated with the lnstltutlon. These kinds of under-

standings TayIor caIIs self-understandings and it is in

the sense outltned here that he conslders them to be

"constitutivett of social theories.

Thus institutions and practices are what they are because

of both people's shared understandings of them as well as

people's self-understandings of them. A social theory is

formulated to explain our (shared or self) understandings

of, amongst others, institutions or practices, or the

unintended consequences of soclal actl-onr oE the functlons

of certain institutions and practices. In other words,

"soclal theory arlses when we try to formulate expllcltly

what we are doing, describe the activity which is central

to a practice, and articulate the norms which are essen-

tial to it."82

But what is important here is that the very character of

what we are trying to describe or explain is affected by

Lhose same descriptions and explanations; there is, so Lo

speak, a reciprocal relationship between the "existence"
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of institution and practices on the one hand and our self-

understandings and shared unr:lerstandings of them on the

other hand. And Lhis means thal attempts to formulate

theory abouL institutions and practices may and do have an

impact on these same institutions and practices.

Useful here are Taylorrs comments on the "striking dis-

analogy" between natural science and political theories

(where "natural science" must be taken to mean Newtonian

sclence, and where "soclal theorles" can substltute for

"political theories" ) :

The Iatter can undermine, strengthen or

shape the practlce that they bear on. And

that is because (a) they are theories about

pracLices, which (b) are partly consLituted

by certain self-understandings. To the

extent that (c) theories transform this

self-understanding, they undercut, bolster

or transform the constltutive features of

practices. I{e could put this another way

by saying that political theories are not

about independent objects in the way that
theories 'are in natural science. There the

relation of knowledge to practice is that
one applies what one knows about causal

powers to particular cases, but the truths
about such causal powers that one banks on
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are thought to remain unchanged. That is

the point of saylng that theory here 1s

about an independent object. In politics,

on the other hand, accepting a theory can

transform what the theory bears on. Put a

third way we can say that while natural

science theory also transforms practice,

the practice it transforms is not what the

theory is about. It is in this case exter-
nal to the theory. We think of it as an

'application' of the theory. But in poli-

tics, the practice is the object of theory.

Theory in this domain transforms its ovrn

practice. B3

It is against this kind of background that clalms of

action research about the origins, development and vali-

dation of a social theory might be undersl-ood.

For action research, social theory has its orl-glns in a

need for change, that is it has its origins in problems

surroundlng practlces in specific social sl-tuatlons. This

much is clear from a statement such as the following about

the clalm of action research that it aims at improvement:

Action research aims at improvernent in

three areas:

(1 ) the improvement of a practlce
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(21 the improvement (or professlonal development) of

the understanding of the practlce by lts practi-

tioners, and

(3) the improvement of the situation

in which Lhe practice takes

Place ' 84

Classical research, too, recognises a need for change, and

it might be argued that what is said above about improve-

rnent may apply equally to classlcal research. But "im-

provement" for classical research has to do with

rnanipulation of variables and control over the social

situation in question. Action research tries to avoid

imputations of manlpulatlon and control, and consequently

claims that "The aim of involvement stands shoulder to

shoulder with the aim of improvement."S5 Actj-on research

hopes to avoid the prescriptive character of classical

research theory by claiming that "those involved in the

practice being considered are to be involved in all its

phases of planntng, acting, observing and reflectlngr"86

in so far as this involvement has to do with the gener-

ation of knowledge and claims about what rnay be considered

to be the truth about the soclal sltuation in questlon.

A more thoroughgoing elucidation and criticism of the aim

of involvement of actj-on research is entirely to the point

and will be undertaken too under a discussion of a concep-

tion of truth (below).
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Action research envisages the development of a social

theory in a way whlch differs radically from the way it Ls

enviSaged by classical research. For action research a

social theory is not brought to a research situation ln

fully developed form, ready for implementation in order to

improve practice. It is not a question of applying a

"fully completed set of laws"87 to the research situation.

For actLon research developlng a social theory is a ques-

tion of discussion, correction, formulation and reformula-

tion in the Iight of a critical inter-change between

researcher and subjects under research. The subjects of

research "help to fashion Ithe theory] by their own

choices and actions, and by their responses to it."88

This point gives substance to claims of action research

about the "involvementtt of all concerned with a research

proj ect.

Action research's view about the validatLon of a soclal

theory likewise differs from that of classical research.

Grundy and Kemmis claim that "Action research does not

consist in the application of theory to practice, buL it

does involve a reciprocal relationship between theory and

practice. "89 For action research, the validation of

Lheory is not a matter of its "scientific status" as

envisaged by classical research. The point about the

reciprocity between theory and practice indicates (as

Taylor would put it) that if theory can transform practice
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then it can be tested in the quality of the practice it

lnforms:

What makes a theory right is that lt

brings practi-ce out in the clear;

that lts adoptlon makes possible what

is in some sense a more ef f ecti-ve

practice. 90

Taylor makes lt qulte clear that the arena for testing out

a theory is not an artiftcially constructed situation.

The arena for testlng out a social theory is the soclal

situation itself:

because theories which are about

practices are self-definitj-ons, and hence

alter the practices, the proof of the

valldity of a theory can come In the

changed quality of the practlce it en-

ables. . . . good theory enables 1>ractLce to

become less stumbling and more clairvoy-

ant. 9 1

Action research is in line with this viewr Els the follow-

ing comment by Kemmis shows:

Educational researchers can measure the

value of their work by the extent to which
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education becomes, in practice, more ra-

tlonalr just, humane and socially-lntegra-

tive as a consequence of their

collaborative efforts with others to im-

prove it.92

A social theory then originates, develops and is validated

in a partlcular social situatlon and through critical

interchange or critlcal discussion between researcher and

subjects of research, ln a testing out or critique of the

theory. AIl this amounts to is an ongoing correction of

the theory, which means that the theory Is noL intended to

be self-contained. Instead, it is always referred for its

validity to the social actors of that social situation for

which it. is formulated. In classical research, on the

other hand, the validation of a theory Iles in itself so

that the theory is self-contained and in that sense en-

trenched against its acceptance or non-acceptance by those

whom it concerns most closely.

FinaIIy, the above thoughts especially those about the

development of a soclal theory - give substance to the

initial characterisation of action research dSr amongst

other things, "situational", for they point as clearly as

possible to the emphasis for action research on actual

social situations as opposed to classical research's ideal

of experimental situations for the development of social

theory.
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5.3 Truth

Views like those explained above about the origin, devel-

opment and validation of a social theory prepares the

ground for a conception of truth that denies a crude

correspondence theory of truth where true statements are

thought to be statements Lhat "name" things "out there'r.

It also denies any kind of objectification of truth - that

is it denies the view that truths are eternal and un-

changing, and awaiting discovery. It ls for reasons like

these that Carr and Kemmis refer to truth as "socially
constructed".93

The idea of truth as "socially constructed" is llnked for

acti.on research to critical discussion and to the ideas of

particlpation and involvement. What this entalls can be

illustrated by means of what Grundy and Kemrnis have called

the four "moments" of actlon research.94 For Gruncly and

Kernmis these f our "moments" embody the f ollowing f our

stages in an iction research project:

2.

Planning (what action must be taken in the social

world ) .

Action (in the social rvorld, guided or informed by

prior planning).

Observation (of action undertaken, and essential for

the fourth "moment" of

Reflection (on prior action and observation, and a

3

1

4
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prerequisite for further planning of further ac-

tlon ) . 95

Action research locates these four "moments" In

A. Discourse among participants, where aII those engaged

in Lhe action research project will be required to

engage in stages 1 and 4 - the stages of planning and

reflection; and

B. Practice in the soclal world where aII those engaged In

the project are required to engage In stages 2 and 3 -
the stages of action and of observation of that ac-

tion.96

In this, action research may contrast radically with

classical research. With the latter, a fully developed

theory is brought to bear on practice; theory is "ap-

plied" to practice. But action research is sensitive to

thoughts sfunilar to those raised by Taylor about the

relationship of reciprocity between theory and the "ob-

jects" of theory, namely institutions and pracLices and

people's understanding of them.

Grundy points out, in connection vrith an illustration of

the "moments" of an action research project that the

methodology of action research "is not a linear methodo-

Iogy, beginning with plans and ending with the evaluation

of actions taken along the way."97 rnstead, the methodo-

Iogy of action research reflects what l{inter has termed
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(above) Lhe reflexivity of action and research. Action

research ln thls respect negates classical researchts

dichotomy of theory and practice, research and action.

Indeed the term "actlon reSearch" lnay be construed to be

an indication of the reflexivity of action and research,

an indicatlon that whlle there Is a sense ln which we have

to separate action from research, it is not in the sense

indicated by classical research.

What ls of especial lmportance here ls the observatlon of

Grundy and Kemmis that "Through discourse among particl-

pants reflection leads to the reconstruction of the mean-

ing of the social situation and provides the basis for the

revised plan. "98

This "reconstruction of the meaning of the social situ-

ation" has to do with what action research calls the

enllghtenment of soclal actors, which proceeds by way of

(1 ) the development of an historical account of the social

situation, l2l by way of ldeology critique of bhe soclal

situation and (3) by way of a kind of psychoanalytic

dIalogue, and has, claLms action research, emancipatory

potential.

For Carr and Kemmis the emancipatory potential of action

research has to do with the ernancipation of practitioners

from "the often unseen constraints of assumptions, habit,
precerlent, coercion and ideoIogy."99 Enllghtenment which,
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for action research, is a prerequisite for emancipation,

is "a systematlc learning process aimed at the development

of knowledge about the practices being considered and the

conditions under whlch they take place.,'100

Action research then aims at enlightenJ-ng the social actor

about what one may calt the "reality" about social situ-

ationsr orr €ls Grundy would have lt, "Reflection will

produce enlightenment with respect to their own practice

and also wlth respect to the wlder social context of the

Practice. "1 01

Two things are worth mention here in connection with the

above staternent by Grundy. The first is that "reflection"
here is taken to mean reflective inquiry within the con-

text of a crltlcal discussion amongst those engaged in the

action research project. Action research. envisages this

engagement has partlcipatory and collaborative:

to achleve genulne and undistorted en-

lightenment in the whole group review

process Iaction research] must engage the

experience and understanding of a1I par-

ticipants [and] allow them to communi-

cate openly and freely ...102

As will be seen below, action research bases clairns about

its dernocratic character on the notion of the attainment
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of "genuine and undistorted enlightenment" that flows from

the engagernent of "all partlclpants" who do so "openly and

freeIy".

The other point worth mentioning in connection with Grun-

dy's staternent is that enllghtenment wlth regard to (1)

practitioners' own practices and (21 the wider social

context of that practice requlres, for actl-on research,

that the critical discussion takes the form of a kind of

psychoanalysls, that It undertakes ldeology crltlque and

develops an historical account of the social situation in

question.

Action research belleves that ideology crltlque can be

undertaken by way of procedures similar to the procedures

of psychoanalysis. The latter, claim Carr and Kemmis, is

a way of bringing out into the open "those distortions in

patients' self-formatlve processes which prevent a correct

understanding of themselves and their actions.r'103 and

the aim is here not only for the therapist to come to an

understanding and offer an explanation to .the patient of

these I'distortions" but for the patient to come to these

unclerstandings and offer these explanations too in order

to be able to free herself or hirnself of these distor-
tj-ons. Social groups may follow the procedures of psycho-

analysis in order firstly to make clear how their

common-sense understandings of the social world mask or

distort an oppressive social order and in this sense go
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contrary to the interests of those groups, and secondly

how these same cornrnon-sense undersLandlngs of the soclal

world do give an indication of what the interests of those

groups really are. Carr and Kemmis put things this way:

Social groups are prevented from achie-

ving a correct understanding of their
situation because, under the sway of ideo-

logical systems of ideas, they have pas-

sively accepted an lIlusory account of
reality thaL prevents them from recognising

and pursuing their common interests and

goaIs. For this reason, critique is aimed

at revealing to individuals how their
beliefs and attitudes may be ideological
illuslons that help to preserve a social
order which is alien to their collective
experience and needs. By dernonstrating how

ideological forces generate erroneous self-
understandlngs, ideology critlque alms to
reveal their deceptive nature and so strip
them of their power

As well as revealing how ideology may

conceal contradictions and inadequacies

inherent in ideas and beliefs, ideology

critique also attempts to show how these

same ideas and beliefs contain some indica-
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tion of the real interests of indlvlduals
and thereby lmply some alternative self-

conception based on their true meaning. In

this sense, ldeology critique attempts to

show individuals how their erroneous self-
understandings nevertheless inlimate, in a

disguised form, their real needs and pur-

poses. l 04

For action research ldeology critlque undertaken through

the procedures of psychoanalysis goes hand in hand with

the development of an historical account of the social

situation in question. The explanation of human beings as

beings of praxis (2.3 above ) irnplies the ontological
freedom of human beings and in so far as in terms of

freedom (or oppression) human beings have a history it
follows that historical perspective must be an essential

constltuent of the actlon research approach. Carr and

Kemmis quile correctly place human beings as "historical
agents [whose] consciousness arises from and is shaped

by their historical practice . . . ".1 05

Developing an historical account should be emancipatory

because it draws attention to the potential of human

beings as far as both freedom and the suppression thereof
is concerned. Through the development of an historical
account one becomes conscious of what lies in the past
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and this consciousness includes knowledge of suffering,
and of oppressJ-on. Ignorance of past sufferJ-ng

not only rendered existing forms of domlna-

tion 'natural' and acceptable, but also

made it more dlfflcult for those who r^rere

victimised by such oppression to develop an

ontologlcal basls for challenglng the

ideological and political condltions that
produced such sufferlng.106

For action research the development of a hlstorical ac-

count of the social situation and ideology critique

through the methodology of psychoanalysis take place

within the context of the "mornents" of the action research

project as indicaLed above. Central to all this is the

idea of rigorously critical and self-critical discussion,

and this discussion centres around people's subjectlve

understandings and their shared unders.tandi-ngs about

practices and institutions and the historlcal development

of these. And it is in and through this kind of critical

discussion that understandings are modified and corrected

and new meanings are generated. In this respect action
research is consistent with and takes seriously ideas

explicated above about the social world as a human con-

struct. AcLion research also takes seriously the view

(concomitant with the latter view) that ln respect of the

social world what we may caII "knowledge" has to do with
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the understandings of human beings and not with something

existing independently of human thought. rn this respect

action research is grounded in an epistemology that dif-
fers radicalry from that in which crassicar research is
grounded.

But there are at least two aspects of the development by

action research of its epistemology that, within the scope

of this mini-thesis, merit attention. The first of these

two aspects has to do with the link, for action research,
between truth and consensus and the second concerns craims

about the democrati-c character of action research. These

two aspects of the epistemology surrounding action
research are almost inseparably tinkedr €rs wiII become

clear below.

In regard to the first of these two aspects, Grundy

claims:

Consensual theories of truth are fundamen-

tal to the epistemology underlying the

participatory nature of action research.

Put simply, consensus theories of truth
recognise that within the construction of
human knowledge, what we are prepared to
count as truth is that which groups of
people are prepared to agree is true.107
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Here Grundy posits a link between truth and agreement, and

she does this via the ldea of partlcipation. Partlcipa-

tion is understood as the engagement of all the members of

the research project In unconstral-ned critical discussion.

Truth is considered to be the outcome of such discussion.

Agreement here is quite clearly to be understood as con-

sensus amongst members of the group.

Now Lhere ls a link between participation ln the sense of

critical and self-critlcal discussl-on on the one hand and

a certain kind of agreement on the other hand. In regard

to social matters the discussion centres around instltu-

tions and practices and people's understandings of these.

These are subjective as well as shared understandj.ngs.

There could in fact be no possibility of critical dis-

cussion or indeed of any kind of communication if there

were no possibility of shared understandings. Here shared

understandings can be taken to mean a certain kind of

agreement amongst people. But the linking of truth and

agreement where agreement is taken to mean consensus is a

weakness in the epistemological stance of actlon re-

search.

One problem that arises with this linking. of truth and

agreernent (consensus) is that this consensus might be

consensus amongst a relatively circumscribed group. That

truth-telling is linked to consensus among members of a

relatively circumscribed group may be inferred from a
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staternent such as the following by Grundy that "...it is

always the knowledge generated from wlthin the actLon

research group which is to be recognised as the authentic

and legitimate basis for action, not knowledge from 'out-
s j-de r rr.'t Q$

Given the latter two statements by Grundy, it could appear

as If "Lruth" were a matter of decision-maklng. Now if

truth were a matter of decislon-maklng involving a rela-

tlvely circumscrlbed group of peopler w€ mlght meanlng-

fully raise the following query: Is it not. possible that

the members of that group are all mistaken or suffer some

kind of delusion or are engaged in self-deception? one

may thtnk here of a group of people who may arrlve at

uncoerced agreement thaL mass suicide is the solution to

certain soclal problems, while another group might con-

sider genocide the solution to their particular social

problems

The point ls that a view that regards consensus or agree-

ment amongst members of a group as a sufficlent condition

for truth glves rise to problems about the valldation of

true statements. Agreement even uncoerced agreement on

the part of critical, lntelligent people ls not a suffi-

cient condition for truth.

The idea that truth depends on agreement amongst members

of a relatively clrcumscribed group has implications for a
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conception of truth in relation to broader human society,
in so far as there could be so many "truths" for so many

groups, each of the latter being a closed community,

generating its own criteria for what is to count as "know-

Iedge" and validating its owrr truths independently and

unconnectedly from the broader human and research commun-

itv.

This could have implications for the very idea of re-
search, and for the questlon of dlssemlnatlon of research
findings. That truth is what a circumscribed group of

human beings agree to could mean that research findings
are in every case useful only for that particular research

cotnmunity, and that other groups may not benefit from the

research findings of that first-mentioned group. Now

while there cannot be, to use words of Carr, a "philo-
sophically uncontested, ahistorical concept of 're-
search t rr'l Q9 insofar as the relatlonship between our

conception of research and our research practices is one

of reciproclty, and our conceptlon of what research ls or

should be about is arways subject to modification, never-

theless, at any given point in time, there must be some

shared understandings about what can count as "research".
Without such shared understandings the very notion of

"researchtt becomes meaningless.

Now action research, with its emphasis that the knowledge

is the only authentic knowl-generated by a research group
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edge for that group, runs the very real risk of allowing

every research group no matter how circumscrlbed lt is

as far as membership is concerned - of detaching itself

from broader human society in respect of the concept of

"research" and in respect of the generalisability of

research findings.

Action research ls weII aware of problems of this klnd.

Grundy and Kemmis note thaL action research needs to

develop procedures of dissernlnating research flndlngs,
that is, action research needs to develop a tradition of

communication about action research:

Issues of communication are vltal for

action research as a collaborative form of

practice-based research . Communlcation

among action researchers about action

research and about the substantlve prac-

tices examined by action researchers Is

essential if the asplration of a self-

critical profession able to regulate its
own learning processes is to be achie-
y"6.1 1 0

Grundy and Kemmis here

established notions of

to be made known. But

whether the findings of

seem to be in agreement with more

t'research" that its findings need

the question still remains as to

a specific actlon research project
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can indeed be useful wlthin the context of another social

situatLon. If not, the issue of generallsablllty must

remain a feature of classical research only.

The weakness in the epistemological development of action

research lies not of course ln its taking extremely serl-

ously what it calls the "knowledge" about social matters

generated by an action research group. Taking seriously
people's understandings of the social world is indeed

consistent with views about the social world as a human

construct.

The weakness about the epistemology of action research

1les in its emphasls on truth, and in the definiteness

about its assertions about the generation of truth. Any

emphasis on truth, taken far enough, rnay become the quest

of classical research (emulating Newtonian science) for
certainty. It mlght be more appropriate, given a view of

the social world as a human construct, to say something of

the sort Popper says here about the search for truth:

Truth is not manifest; and

to come by. The search for
at least
(a) imagination

(b) trial and error
(c) the gradual discovery

it is not easy

truth demands

of our
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prejudices by way of (a), of (b),

and of critlcal dlscusslon. l 1 1

Action research would agree that truth is neither manifest

nor easily come by - the ways of ideotogy critique through

the methodology of the psychoanalytic dialogue are tortu-
ous ways indeed. But even more significant for action

research are Popperrs thoughts about truth and agreement.

For Popper the "traditlon of critical discussion"

must not be mistaken for a method of

proof, that is to say, for a method of

finally establishing truth; nor is it a

method which always secures agreement. Its

value lies, rather, in the fact that par-

ticipants in a dlscussion wiIl, to some

extent, change their minds, and part as

wiser men.1 1 2

Critical discussion, also as conceived by action research,

cannot hope to bring about more than greater wisdom,

better insighLs and greater clarity about a social siLu-

ation. These more modest expectations would be consistent

with views expressed above about the origin, development

and validation of social theory, where it is held that
social theory can inform but not prescribe for practice.
Any positing of "truths" about social matters brings us

perilously closer Ers far as the theory/practice relation-
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ship is concerned, to the classical research position

which requires the "application" of theory to practice.

Abandonlng the predlcatlon of truth as the outcome of

critical discussion in favour of thoughts about greater

clarity and beLter insights about a social situatlon might

indicate how the research findings of an action research

project might be useful for other social situations, so

that action research need not land itself in a position
where its claims that it is lndeed research it Is engaging

in must be abandoned.

While for classical research, the concepts of generalisa-

bility and of prediction are closely linked and are out-

standing features of that approach to research, there can

be for actlon research no question of prediction of this
kind. lnstead, action research emphasises its situational
character. Although actlon research cannot and indeed

would not wish to engage in prediction of the cause-effect

type, there ls a kind of "predlction" it can engage in.
This type of "prediction" may be likened to a kind of

informed guess, where the latter is grounded in the expec-

tation that there are certain kinds of regularities in the

social world. That is, given that the social world is a

world of language, and of institutions and practices, and

of people's understanding of themr w€ may have expecta-

tions about how people will act in given sj-tuations.
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These expectations are not only based on common-sense.

Critical discussion as envisaged by actlon research may

generate what $re have referred to above as quasi-causal

and functlonal explanations, which enable us to have

deeper insights intor of, greater ctarlty about, a social

situation. It is possible, given the expectation of

regularities in the social world, to engage in a type of
tentative prediction which says something llke: Given a
siLuation similar in these respects to the situation that
has been researched, we may expect such and such to hap-

pen. So, for'example, Lofland could "predict" under which

circumstances newcomers to the Divine Precepts - a relig-
ious groupihg would become converts. l 1 3 Lofland's
project might provide insights useful for research pro-
jects with a similar subject matter.

Finally, the second of the two aspects of action re-
search's development of its epistemology to be dlscussed

here is the claim that action research is a democratic

form of research (see 2.1 above). Whlle lt is not within
the scope of this mini-thesis to discuss theories of
dernocracy, it is entlrely to the point to gtve an indica-
tion of the extent to which action research's claim here

is conslstent wlth its episternologlcat grounding.

Action research's craim to being a democratic form of
research is closely linked with Grundyrs views expressed

above about firstry, the link between truth and consensus
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and secondly, that what must be regarded as authentic

knowledge is the knowledge generated by the action re-

search group.

It fotlows from this that action researchts claim about

its democratlc character has to do with what action re-

search considers to be the participatory and collaboratlve
character of actlon research. Grundy and Kemmls claim ln

this regard that action research is "guided strategically
by the ratlonal goal of lmprovement and the delnocratic

goal of lnvolvement."1 1 4

For

has

action research this "democratic aoal of involvementtt

to do wlth the participationr oo aII levels, of all

those affected by the research projsg1.115

Action research is here clearly at variance with classical

research lnsofar as the latter approach envlsages the

adoption of an objective observer stance by the re-

searcher. In this respect the approach of action research

is sound; an objective observer stance as envisaged by

classlcal research cannot be achlevedr and for reasons

outlined ln this mini-thesis.

Now action research, in its rejection of the idea of an

objective observer stance in respect of the researcher,

Iays emphasis on the participatory charaiter of that
researcher's involvement in an action research project.
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But while action research quite correctly abandons the

obj ective observer stance of classical research iL mis-

takenly emphasises the participatory character of the

researcher's lnvolvement as that of an "equal partlclpant"
in the research situation. Action research clarifles the

ldea of equal participation vla the idea of a "faclllta-
tortt:

In the action research Iiterature the

person who works with teachers and other
practitioners to rassist' them in their
action research has become known as the
rfacilitator' . The traditional role of

researcher as someone who researches the

practices of others ls abolished in. action

research. In this mode of work, to be a

tresearchert one has to be an tactorr.116

The researcher is clearly for action research an "actor"
who is, along with teachers and other practitionersr ED

"equal participant" in the research project. Here action
research seems to want to avoid the idea that a researcher

is, in some sense or otherr 6rtr expert. Kemmis draws

attention to perceptions previously held by himself and

others about the role of a facilitator and in the follow-
ing passage clearly questions the ldea of "researcher as

expert":
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I have become increasingly troubled by the

"outsider" roIe. In the past \,re have

described ourselves as "facilitators" or

"process consultants...." we have seen

ourselves as the agents of the enlighten-

ment of others. These characterisations of

the role are dangerously self-regarding,

self-preservJ-ng and disingenuous. They

allow us to disclaim responsibility for our

own involvement ln the transformation of
educational situations under the guise of

respecting Lhe autonomy and responstbillty

of the teachers and students in whose lives

we intervene.l17

The sentiment expressed here is that the researcher should

be prepared to share responsibility for "the transform-

ation of educational situations." Now however well inten-

tioned such a sentiment might be, it is surely not only

those researchers who perceive themselves as "equal par-

ticipants" in a research situation who can claim that they

acknowledge their responsibility for contributing to a

changed soclal sltuation. Researchers 1n the trad.ttion of

classical research may very well do the same - or claim to

be doing the same.
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As an antidote to the "outsider" role of the researcher,

Kernrnis recommends that " . . . 'outsiders' helplng to estab-

Iish processes of self-reflectj.on in schools must becotne

participants in the schools themselves (that is, become

virtual tmemberst of the school community they are engag-

i.g) ..."118

Now action research's denial of the objective observer

stance of classical research and its emphasis on the

researcher as an "equaI partlcipant" together wlth other

members of the research group seems to indicate that in a

research situation there are no experts. But this latter

vlew is mistaken in so far as it would negate the idea

that there can be such a thlng as having a certain klnd of

expertise in a certain fieId. "Expertise" here means

something llke being some kind of authorlty on To be

an "authority onrt means something quite different from

being authorltarian. Here Fromm's distlnction between

irrational authorlty and rational authority is illumi-
nating. For Fromm lrrational authority is synonymous with

authoritarianism, its source is power and it is malntained

through 6".11 1 9 whlle rational authority for Fromm is
simllar to what I have termed expertise or being an autho-

rlty oor and it is llnked with a certal-n kind of compet-

ence:

The person whose authority is
f unctions cornpetently in the

respected

task with
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which he is entrusted by those who con-

ferred it upon hlm and to the extent

to which he is competently helping, instead

of exploitlng, his authorlty is based on

rational grounds . . ..120

Now any claim about having certain kinds of expertise or

of being an authority on some subj ect matter or field of

study has at least the following impllcation: It places a

human belng wlthln a whole tradltion of human thlnking
about a field of study, for example education, and acknow-

ledges that human being's contribution or potential for

contribution to the development of critical discussion

wlthin that fleId.

But this potential for contribution to critical discussion

within a field of study does not simply happen to people.

It requires famillarisation wlth what Strike caIls "the

concepts and principles that govern the process of inquiry

and learnlng"l 21 in respect of a partlcular field of

study. It requires in other words an initiation into a

field of study. to acceptr dS Strike does, that there are

"concepts and prj-ncipIes" relevant to a field of study

does not imply that these concepts and principles are

viewed as eternal, unchanging truths about the field of

study in question. Such concepts and principles simply

give an indication of the state of critical discussion in
a particular field of study at a given time, for example
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which arguments have been

refuted and whlch ones

Strike points out that :

proffered, whlch ones have been

have survLved. In this regard

Scholars in a field will not agree on

everything, but ... Ithey] wtIl be members

of an intellectual tradition who at a given

mornent will have some shared understandlng

about what the fieldrs outstanding problems

are, about how they should be approached,

and about what w111 count as a solution.122

As far as research Is concerned I have argued above that

there must be some shared understandlngs about what can

count as research and what cannot otherwise it would be

impossible to talk about something called research.

If actlon research dld not acknowledge sornethlng llke a

research tradition rvhich, it is clear, is not something

flxed and unchanging but depends for its vigour on the

thoughts and activities of human beings then it cannot

caII what lt is dolng "research". What it is dolng mlght

be beneficial to people but it still cannot be called

"researchtt. In any case, there would be no need for a

"facilitator" (or whatever the person in question might be

called) if there was not some idea that the facilitator ls
in some way or other an "authority on" or has some exper-

tise in the field in question. The idea that the faclli-
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tator becomes a "virtual member" of the community being

researched appears to be an unsuccessful attempt to force

the equality of all involved with the research project.

Indeed, the concept "vlrtual member" ls at the very least
obscure; one is either a member or not a memberr dD

honorary member or a llfe member of a group, but there ls

no such thing as a virtual member of something.

Actlon research seemingly falls to see that there are

inequaIIt,les amongst human beings. These lnequalltles
have to do with the idea of competence in respect of

cert,ain areas. Human belngs are not, equal as far as

lnitlatlon into flelds of study and the ablllty to compe-

tently engage ln the dolngs of that fteld Is concerned.

Strike makes this polnt clearly:

... there will be vast differences between

Lhe novlce and the expert .... These

dlfferences directly result from the fact
that the expert has mastered the concepts

"rrq 
prlnciples that govern the process of

lnqulry and learning, whereas the novlce

has not. There is, thus, a signiflcant
lnequallty between the expert and the

novLce... Iand] this lnequallty is relevant

to the capacity of the respective indivl-
duals who make competent judgements ....123
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To admit that some people are more competent Lhan others

or are more capable than others of makLng competent judge-

ments in cert,ain areas ls not to deny the equallty of

human belngs ln other respects. It ls not to deny that

human betngs are creatlve and self-creat,Lve belngs, and

that they might have other klnds of contrLbutLons to make,

also withln the context of a research situatlon.

For actlon research the notlon of "equal particlpantst'

also has t,o do wlth the vray crltlcal dLscussion ls con-

ducted within the research situation. About the requlre-

ment f or act,ion research that all involved ln all lt,s

phases of planning, reflectlng and actlng should do so as

t'equal part,lclpants", Carr and Kemmls polnt out that:

In this, action research Ls democratlc: lt

recognises that conditions .for lnvesti-

gatlng the truth of knowledge-clalms are

also the conditlons for democratLc partlcl-

pation in critlcal dlscuss1en.124

These "condltlonstt would Lnvolve, for actlon research,

freedom from coercion and from dominatlon on the part of

some ln respect of others. Thls glves recognJ.tJ.on to

vlews expressed above about human belngs as beings of

praxJ-s, that ls, creative and self-creative beings. Given

thoughts expressed above about human belngs as beings of

praxls then any denJ.al or suppression of the partlclpatlon
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of an individual or a group in the construction of know-

Iedge is to deny the humanlty of that indlvldual or

group. But action research should admit that it is possi-

b1e to realLse the conditlons for dernocratic part,lclpatlon

wLthout denylng the lnequalities referred to above, that

ls, without denylng that there are some who are more

competent to make certain judgements than others.

In its claims about lts democratlc character actlon re-
search has ln mlnd condLtions whlch allow free and uncoer-

ced expression on the part of those engaged In the

project. Insofar as thls Ls an Ideal, and can remain no

more than that, action research's clalm that it ls a

democrat,ic form of research is perhaps less modest than lt
should be. In this respect lt is perhaps more approprlate

for actlon research to emphasise that lt ls grulded by

democratic goalsr 6rs Grundy and Kemmis do point qug.125

3 CONCLUDING REI.IARX

In any event, actlon research locates truths (or perhaps

more appropriaLely, J.nsJ.ghts and understandlngs) about the

soclal world, not ln the accurate namlng of the elements

of an obJectlvely exlstlng soclal world, but ln a form of

critlcal enquiry. Here Rortyrs views on the eplstemologl-

cal stance of Dewey can be taken approprlately to sum up

the position of action research:
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For Deweyr ds for Habermas, what takes the

place of the urge to represent realJ.ty

accurately Is the urge to come to free

agreement with our fellow human belngs to

be ful1 participatlng members of a free

community of Inqulry.126

Action research certaLnly envisages such a "free communlty

of lnquiry" tn respect of research about soclal matters,

and the eplstemologlcal groundJ.ng of such a stance ls not

only as far removed as possible from that ln which classi-

cal research ls grounded, but, tt ls also and importantly a

sounder one.
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